Optical imaging of excitation propagation evoked by stimulation to the trigeminal caudalis.
The present study reports on a characteristic spatio-temporal propagation of differential fluorescent images in the rat brain stem slice by a high-speed optical imaging technique. Coronal or sagittal slices were stained with a voltage-sensitive dye RH-414, and the superficial layer of the trigeminal caudalis (Vc) was then electrically stimulated. The marginal layer and substantia gelatinosa showed larger rostrocaudal excitation than coronal, despite a lack of tract stimulation expansion in either direction. A perfusion of 0.5 micromol/l TTX, not 10 micromol/l CNQX suppressed these propagations. These findings suggest that the superficial layer of Vc has spatial differences in neuronal excitation propagation, as evidenced by morphological observations that dendrites in the superficial layers extend in the rostrocaudal direction.